For the first year or two, as Bogdanović explains, everything would be in accordance with inclusive design. Five young people have found work at “Dve Šolje”: three on a permanent basis, while two more are employed in the administration, if adequate laws were to be adopted on transgender and transsexual correction. The right to personal documents with the adequate name and sex only upon completing a surgical sex correction.

The gender equality index in the Republic of Serbia is 40.6%, and the index of the EU Member States is 45.7%. The gender equality index in the Republic of Serbia is below the EU average, but it is higher than in all other countries outside the EU. The gender equality index in the Republic of Serbia is not a measure of progress, but rather an indicator of the situation that exists. The gender equality index in the Republic of Serbia is not a measure of progress, but rather an indicator of the situation that exists.
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